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Abstract
We introduce arboreal categories, which have an intrinsic process structure, allowing dynamic notions
such as bisimulation and back-and-forth games, and resource notions such as number of rounds of
a game, to be defined. These are related to extensional or “static” structures via arboreal covers,
which are resource-indexed comonadic adjunctions. These ideas are developed in a very general,
axiomatic setting, and applied to relational structures, where the comonadic constructions for
pebbling, Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé and modal bisimulation games recently introduced in [1, 5, 6] are
recovered, showing that many of the fundamental notions of finite model theory and descriptive
complexity arise from instances of arboreal covers.
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1 Introduction
In previous work ([1, 5, 6]), it has been shown how a range of model comparison games
which play a central role in finite model theory, including Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé, pebbling,
and bisimulation games, can be captured in terms of resource-indexed comonads on the
category of relational structures and homomorphisms. This was done for k-pebble games
in [1], and extended to Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé games, and bisimulation games for the modal
fragment, in [5]. In subsequent work, this has been further extended to games for generalized
quantifiers [9], and for guarded fragments of first-order logic [3]. An important feature of
this comonadic analysis is that it leads to novel characterisations of important combinatorial
parameters such as tree-width and tree-depth. The coalgebras for each of these comonads
correspond to certain forms of tree decompositions of structures, with the resource index
matching the corresponding combinatorial parameter.
This leads to the question motivating the present paper:
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Our aim is to develop an elegant axiomatic account, based on clear conceptual prin-
ciples, which will yield all these examples and more, and allow a deeper and more general
understanding of resources.
Conceptually, a key ingredient is the assignment of a process structure – an intensional
description – to an extensional object, such as a function, a set, or a relational structure.
It is this process structure, unfolding in space and time, to which a resource parameter
can be applied, which can then be transferred to the extensional object. At the basic level
of computability, this happens when we assign a Turing machine description or a Gödel
number to a recursive function. It is then meaningful to assign a complexity measure to the
function. The same phenomenon arises in semantics: for example, the notion of sequentiality
is applicable to a process computing a higher-order function. Reifying these processes in
the form of game semantics led to a resolution of the famous full abstraction problem for
PCF [2, 11], and to a wealth of subsequent results [20].
It is now becoming clear that this phenomenon is at play in the game comonads described
in [1, 5, 6, 9, 3]. They build tree-structured covers of a given, purely extensional relational
structure. Such a tree cover will in general not have the full properties of the original
structure, but be a “best approximation” in some resource-restricted setting. More precisely,
this means that we have an adjunction, yielding the corresponding comonad. The objects of
the category where the approximations live have an intrinsic tree structure, which can be
captured axiomatically. The tree encodes a process for generating (parts of) the relational
structure, to which resource notions can be applied.
In this paper, we make this intuition precise. We introduce a notion of arboreal category,
and show how all the examples of game comonads considered to date arise from arboreal covers,
i.e. adjunctions between extensional categories of relational structures, and arboreal categories.
Importantly, these adjunctions are comonadic, and the categories of coalgebras provide a
setting for a general notion of bisimulation, which yields a wide range of logical equivalences
in the examples. This notion refines the open maps formulation of bisimulation [13, 12] with
the condition that the maps are pathwise embeddings, generalizing the ideas introduced in [6].
This allows a much wider range of logical equivalences to be captured.
After some preliminaries, we shall develop the axiomatization of paths, open pathwise
embeddings and bisimulations, and arboreal categories. Then we establish the correspondence
between bisimulations and back-and-forth equivalences in the setting of arboreal categories.
Next, we show how many of the fundamental notions of finite model theory and descriptive
complexity arise from instances of arboreal covers. We shall use the concrete constructions
in finite model theory as running examples throughout.
We conclude this introduction by observing that the notion of extendability, a key
ingredient for Rossman-type preservation theorems [19], can be defined in this general setting
(more details are provided in the expanded version [4]).
2 Preliminaries
We shall assume familiarity with standard notions in category theory. All needed background
can be found in [7, 16]. All categories under consideration are assumed to be locally small
and well-powered, i.e. every object has a set of subobjects (as opposed to a proper class).
▶ Example 1. The extensional categories of primary interest in this paper are categories
of relational structures. A relational vocabulary σ is a set of relation symbols R, each
with a specified positive integer arity. A σ-structure A is given by a set A, the universe of
the structure, and for each R in σ with arity n, a relation RA ⊆ An. A homomorphism
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h : A → B is a function h : A → B such that, for each relation symbol R of arity n in σ,
for all a1, . . . , an in A, RA(a1, . . . , an) ⇒ RB(h(a1), . . . , h(an)). We write Struct(σ) for the
category of σ-structures and homomorphisms. The Gaifman graph of a structure A is a
graph with vertices A, such that two distinct elements are adjacent if they both occur in
some tuple a⃗ ∈ RA for some relation symbol R in σ.
2.1 Proper factorisation systems
We recall the notion of weak factorisation system in a category C. Given arrows e and m in
C, we say that e has the left lifting property with respect to m, or that m has the right lifting










there exists a (not necessarily unique) diagonal filler, i.e. an arrow d such that the right-hand
diagram above commutes. If this is the case, we write e⋔m. For any class H of morphisms
in C, let ⋔H (respectively H⋔) be the class of morphisms having the left (respectively right)
lifting property with respect to every morphism in H.
▶ Definition 2. A pair of classes of morphisms (Q,M) in a category C is a weak factorisation
system provided it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) every morphism f in C can be written as f = m ◦ e with e ∈ Q and m ∈M;
(ii) Q = ⋔M and M = Q⋔.
A proper factorisation system is a weak factorisation system (Q,M) such that Q ⊆ {epis}
and M ⊆ {monos}. A proper factorisation system is stable if, for any e ∈ Q and m ∈ M
with common codomain, the pullback of e along m exists and belongs to Q.1
▶ Remark 3. Any proper factorisation system is an orthogonal factorisation system, i.e. the
diagonal fillers are unique. In particular, factorisations are unique up to (unique) isomorphism.
▶ Example 4. If A is a relational structure, then for any S ⊆ A, there is an induced
substructure with universe S. The inclusion map S ↪→ A is an embedding, i.e. an injective
homomorphism which reflects as well as preserves relations. Any embedding m : A → B
factors as A ∼= Im(m) ↪→ B. Taking Q to be the surjective homomorphisms and M to be the
embeddings gives a proper factorisation system on Struct(σ). This factorisation system is
stable because pullbacks in Struct(σ) are computed in the category of sets and functions,
where (surjections, injections) is a stable proper factorisation system.
Next, we state some well known properties of weak factorisation systems (cf. [10] or [18]):
▶ Lemma 5. Let (Q,M) be a weak factorisation system in C. The following hold:
(a) Q and M are closed under compositions.
(b) Q ∩M = {isomorphisms}.
(c) The pullback in C of an M-morphism along any morphism, if it exists, is again in M.
Moreover, if (Q,M) is proper, then the following hold:
(d) g ◦ f ∈ Q implies g ∈ Q.
(e) g ◦ f ∈M implies f ∈M.
1 In the literature, the adjective stable is usually reserved for the stronger property stating that, for every
e ∈ Q, the pullback of e along any morphism exists and belongs to Q.
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Throughout this paper, we will refer to M-morphisms as embeddings and denote them by
↣. Q-morphisms will be referred to as quotients and denoted by ↠.
Assume C is a category admitting a proper factorisation system (Q,M). In the same way
that one usually defines the poset of subobjects of a given object X ∈ C, we can define the
poset of M-subobjects of X. Given embeddings m : S ↣ X and n : T ↣ X, let us say that
m ⊴ n provided there is a morphism i : S → T such that m = n ◦ i (note that i is necessarily
an embedding). This yields a preorder on the class of all embeddings with codomain X. The
symmetrization ∼ of ⊴ can be characterised as follows: m ∼ n if, and only if, there exists an
isomorphism i : S → T such that m = n ◦ i. Let SX be the class of ∼-equivalence classes of
embeddings with codomain X, equipped with the natural partial order ≤ induced by ⊴. We
shall systematically represent a ∼-equivalence class by any of its representatives. Because C
is well-powered and M ⊆ {monos}, we see that SX is a set.
For any morphism f : X → Y and embedding m : S ↣ X, we can consider the (Q,M)-
factorisation S ↠ ∃f S ↣ Y of f ◦m. This yields a monotone map ∃f : SX → SY sending
m to the embedding ∃f S ↣ Y . (Note that the map ∃f is well-defined because factorisations
are unique up to isomorphism.) Further, if (Q,M) is stable and f is a quotient, we let
f∗ : SY → SX be the monotone map sending n : T ↣ Y to its pullback along f . It is not
difficult to see that f∗ is right adjoint to ∃f .
▶ Lemma 6. Let C be any category equipped with a stable proper factorisation system, and
let f : X → Y be any morphism in C. The following statements hold:
(a) If f is an embedding, then ∃f : SX → SY is an order-embedding.
(b) If f is a quotient, then f∗ : SY → SX is an order-embedding.
Proof. For item (a) note that, as f : X → Y is an embedding, ∃f : SX → SY sends m to
f ◦m. Let m1 : S1 ↣ X and m2 : S2 ↣ X be embeddings such that f ◦m1 ≤ f ◦m2. Then
there exists k : S1 → S2 such that f ◦m1 = f ◦m2 ◦ k. Because f is a monomorphism, it
follows that m1 = m2 ◦ k, i.e. m1 ≤ m2. Hence, ∃f is an order-embedding.
For item (b), it is enough to prove that ∃f f∗n = n for any n : T ↣ Y , for then
f∗n1 ≤ f∗n2 implies n1 = ∃f f∗n1 ≤ ∃f f∗n2 = n2. Consider the pullback of f along n, as











Since the square on the right-hand side above commutes, there exists a diagonal filler
T → ∃f f∗T . Note that this diagonal filler must be both a quotient and an embedding, hence
an isomorphism. Therefore, ∃f f∗n = n in SY . ◀
3 Path Categories
3.1 Paths
Throughout this section, we fix a category C equipped a stable proper factorisation system.
If (P,≤) is a poset, then C ⊆ P is a chain if it is linearly ordered. (P,≤) is a forest if,
for all x ∈ P , the set ↓x := {y ∈ P | y ≤ x} is a finite chain. The height of a forest is the
supremum of the cardinalities of its chains. The covering relation ≺ associated with a partial
order ≤ is defined by u ≺ v if and only if u < v and there is no w such that u < w < v. It is
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convenient to allow the empty forest. The roots of a forest are the minimal elements. A tree
is a forest with at most one root. Morphisms of forests are maps which preserve roots and
the covering relation. Equivalently, a monotone map φ : U → V between forests is a forest
morphism if, for all u ∈ U , the restriction of φ yields a bijection between ↓u and ↓φ(u). The
category of forests is denoted by F, and the full subcategory of trees by T. We equip these
categories with the factorisation system (surjective morphisms, injective morphisms).
▶ Definition 7. An object X of C is called a path provided the poset SX is a finite chain.
Paths will be denoted by P, Q, R, . . ..
▶ Example 8. The paths in F and T are the finite chains, i.e. the trees consisting of a single
branch.
▶ Example 9. We define a forest-ordered σ-structure (A,≤) to be a σ-structure A with a
forest order ≤ on A. A morphism of forest-ordered σ-structures f : (A,≤) → (B,≤′) is a
σ-homomorphism f : A → B that is also a forest morphism. This determines a category R(σ).
We equip R(σ) with the factorisation system given by (surjective morphisms, embeddings),
where an embedding is a morphism which is an embedding qua σ-homomorphism.
In [6], it is shown that the categories of coalgebras for the various comonads studied there
are given, up to isomorphism, by subcategories of R(σ) (or minor variants thereof):
For the Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé comonad, this is the full subcategory RE(σ) determined by
those objects satisfying the condition (E): adjacent elements of the Gaifman graph of
A are comparable in the forest order. For each k > 0, REk (σ) is the full subcategory of
RE(σ) of those forest orders of height ≤ k. The objects (A,≤) of REk (σ) are forest covers
of A witnessing that its tree-depth is ≤ k [17].
For the pebbling comonad, for each k > 0 this is the category RPk whose objects have the
form (A,≤, p), where (A,≤) is a forest-ordered σ-structure, and p : A→ [k] is a pebbling
function. In addition to condition (E), these structures have to satisfy the condition
(P): if a is adjacent to b in the Gaifman graph of A, and a < b in the forest order, then
for all x such that a < x ≤ b, p(a) ̸= p(x). It is shown in [6] that these structures are
equivalent to the more familiar form of tree decomposition used to define tree-width [14].
Morphisms have to preserve the pebbling function.
For the modal comonad, the category RMk has as objects the tree-ordered σ-structures of
height ≤ k satisfying the condition (M): for x, y ∈ A, x ≺ y if and only if for some unique
binary relation Rα in σ (“transition relation”), RAα (x, y).
The paths in each of these categories are those structures in which the order is a finite
chain. These are our key motivating examples for paths. Note that in the (multi-)modal
case, ignoring propositional variables, these correspond to synchronization trees consisting of
a single branch, i.e. traces.
The following fact is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6:
▶ Lemma 10. Let f : X → Y be any morphism in C. The following statements hold:
(a) If Y is a path and f is an embedding, then X is a path.
(b) If X is path and f is a quotient, then Y is a path.
A path embedding is an embedding P ↣ X whose domain is a path. Given any object X
of C, we let PX be the sub-poset of SX consisting of the path embeddings. By Lemma 10(b),
for any arrow f : X → Y , the monotone map ∃f : SX → SY restricts to a monotone map
P f : PX → PY, (m : P ↣ X) 7→ (∃f m : ∃f P ↣ Y ).
By the uniqueness up to isomorphism of factorisations, this assignment is functorial.
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3.2 Path categories
▶ Definition 11. A path category is a category C satisfying the following conditions:
(i) C has a stable proper factorisation system;
(ii) C has all coproducts of small families of paths;
(iii) for any paths P, Q, R, if a composite P → Q→ R is a quotient, then so is P → Q.
▶ Remark 12. Item (iii) above is equivalent to the following condition: For any paths P, Q, R
and morphisms f : P → Q and g : Q→ R, if any two of f , g, and g ◦ f are quotients, then so
is the third. Thus, we shall refer to (iii) as the 2-out-of-3 condition.
Any path category has an initial object, obtained as the coproduct of the empty family.
▶ Example 13. F and T are path categories. Coproducts of forests are given by disjoint
union. For trees, coproducts are given by smash sum, with the bottom elements identified.
Since forest morphisms preserve height, we see that F and T satisfy the 2-out-of-3 condition.
Similarly, it is not difficult to see that R(σ) and its subcategories mentioned in Example 9
are all path categories (R(σ) has an initial object because we allow empty σ-structures).
▶ Theorem 14. Let C be a path category. Then the assignment X 7→ PX induces a functor
P : C→ T into the category of trees.
To prove this theorem, we start by showing that each poset PX is a tree.
▶ Lemma 15. Let C be a path category. For any object X of C, PX is a non-empty tree.
Proof. Using Lemma 6(a), it is not difficult to see that the sub-poset of PX consisting of
those elements that are below a given P ∈ PX is isomorphic to PP . In turn, PP ∼= SP by
Lemma 10(a). Since SP is a finite chain, we see that PX is a forest. Now, let 0 ↠ 0̃ ↣m X
be the (quotient, embedding) factorisation of the unique morphism 0→ X from the initial
object. We claim that m : 0̃ ↣ X is the unique root of PX.
Note that 0 is a path: just observe that any embedding S ↣ 0 admits the unique
morphism 0→ S as a right inverse, and thus is a retraction. It follows that S ∼= 0, i.e., S0
is the one-element poset. In particular, 0 is a path. Thus, 0̃ is a path by Lemma 10(b). We
show that m : 0̃ ↣ X is the least element of PX. If m′ : P ↣ X is any path embedding, we





Hence there exists a diagonal filler d : 0̃→ P , and so m ≤ m′ in PX. ◀
We next show that the functor P sends morphisms in a path category to tree morphisms,
thus completing the proof of Theorem 14.
▶ Proposition 16. Let C be a path category. For any arrow f in C, P f is a tree morphism.
Proof. It is enough to show that, for any path embedding m : P ↣ X, the induced map
P f : ↓m→ ↓P f(m) is a bijection.
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We start by establishing surjectivity, i.e. ↓P f(m) ⊆ P f(↓m). Let (e, j) be the (quotient,
embedding) factorisation of f ◦m. If n : Q ↣ Y is a path embedding such that n ≤ P f(m)
in PY , there exists an embedding k : Q ↣ ∃f P such that the left-hand diagram below













Then R is a path by Lemmas 5(c) and 10(a), and the composite i : R ↣ P ↣ X is a path
embedding which is below m in the poset PP . Further, the top horizontal arrow in the
pullback square is a quotient and so, by the uniqueness up to isomorphism of factorisations,
the (quotient, embedding) factorisation of f ◦ i is R ↠ Q ↣n Y , i.e., P f(i) = n.
For injectivity, let m1 : P1 ↣ X and m2 : P2 ↣ X be path embeddings in ↓m. Since P
is a path, m1 and m2 are comparable in the order of PX. Assume without loss of generality
that m1 ≤ m2, i.e., there exists an embedding k : P1 ↣ P2 such that m1 = m2 ◦ k. If









P1 P2 ∃f P2k
In particular, the diagram on the right-hand side above commutes, where the top horizontal
arrow is the composition of P1 ↠ ∃f P1 with the isomorphism k′ : ∃f P1 → ∃f P2. By the
2-out-of-3 condition, k is an isomorphism, and so m1 = m2 in PX. ◀
We conclude this section with the following useful observation:
▶ Lemma 17. The following statements hold for any object X of a path category C:
(a) Any subset U ⊆ PX admits a supremum
∨
U in SX.
(b) For any path embedding m ∈ PX and non-empty set S ⊆ SX, if m =
∨
S then m ∈ S.
Proof. For item (a), consider a set of path embeddings
U = {mi : Pi ↣ X | i ∈ I} ⊆ PX.
Let S :=
∐
i∈I Pi be the coproduct in C of the paths Pi and consider the (quotient, embedding)




Each path embedding mi ∈ U factors through m, thus m is an upper bound for U . We claim
that m is the least upper bound, i.e., m =
∨
U in SX. Suppose that all path embeddings in
U factor through some embedding m′ : T ′ ↣ X. By the universal property of S, we get a
morphism φ : S → T ′. Further, using again the universal property of S, it is not difficult to
see that m′ ◦ φ coincides with δ, and so the following square commutes.
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Therefore, there exists a diagonal filler T → T ′. In particular, the commutativity of the lower
triangle entails that m ≤ m′, as was to be proved.
For item (b), let m : P ↣ X be a path embedding and S ⊆ SX a non-empty set such
that m =
∨
S. Then n ≤ m for each n ∈ S. Since P is a path, ↓m is a finite chain in SX and
so S must be a finite set whose largest element coincides with m. In particular, m ∈ S. ◀
4 Pathwise Embeddings, Open Maps, and Bisimulations
Throughout this section, we fix a category C equipped with a stable proper factorisation
system.
Pathwise embeddings and open maps
Following [6], let us say that a morphism f : X → Y in C is a pathwise embedding if,
for all path embeddings m : P ↣ X, the composite f ◦ m is a path embedding. Hence,
P f(m) = f ◦m for all m ∈ PX. Following again [6], we introduce a notion of open map –
inspired by [13] – that, combined with the concept of pathwise embedding, will allow us to
define an appropriate notion of bisimulation. A morphism f : X → Y in C is said to be open




with P, Q paths, there exists a diagonal filler Q→ X (i.e., an arrow Q→ X making the two
triangles commute). Note that, if it exists, such a diagonal filler must be an embedding.
▶ Remark 18. The previous definition of open map differs from the one given in [13] because
we require that, in the square above, the top horizontal morphism and the vertical ones be
embeddings. However, a pathwise embedding is open in C (according to the definition above)
if, and only if, it is open (in the sense of [13]) in the subcategory C∗ of C having the same
objects as C and morphisms the pathwise embeddings.
For pathwise embeddings f : X → Y , openness can be characterised in terms of the
corresponding monotone map P f : PX → PY :
▶ Proposition 19. The following are equivalent for any pathwise embedding f : X → Y :
1. f is open.
2. P f is a p-morphism, i.e. P f(↑m) = ↑P f(m) for all m ∈ PX.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). Suppose f is open, and let m : P ↣ X be an arbitrary element of PX.
The inclusion P f(↑m) ⊆ ↑P f(m) follows at once from monotonicity of P f . For the converse
inclusion, assume that n : Q ↣ Y is an element of PY above P f(m) = f ◦m. Then, the
composite f ◦m must factor through n, say f ◦m = n ◦ s for some embedding s : P ↣ Q.
Hence, we have a commutative square as displayed below.







Since f is open, there exists a diagonal filler m′ : Q ↣ X. The commutativity of the upper
triangle entails that m′ ∈ ↑m, while the commutativity of the lower triangle implies that
P f(m′) = n. Therefore, ↑P f(m) ⊆ P f(↑m).






where P and Q are paths. We have P f(m) ≤ n in PY , and thus there exists a path embedding
m′ : P ′ ↣ X satisfying m ≤ m′ and P f(m′) = n. The inequality m ≤ m′ amounts to saying
that m = m′ ◦ l for some embedding l : P ↣ P ′, while the equality P f(m′) = n means
that f ◦m′ = n ◦ k for some isomorphism k : P ′ → Q. We have a commutative diagram as
displayed below.
X Y







We claim that m′ ◦k−1 : Q→ X satisfies m′ ◦k−1 ◦ s = m and f ◦m′ ◦k−1 = n, thus showing
that f is open. To start with, note that k ◦ l = s. Just observe that
n ◦ k ◦ l = f ◦m′ ◦ l = f ◦m = n ◦ s,
and so k ◦ l = s because n is a monomorphism. Now, by diagram chasing we see that
m′ ◦ k−1 ◦ s = m′ ◦ k−1 ◦ k ◦ l = m′ ◦ l = m
and f ◦m′ ◦ k−1 = n ◦ k ◦ k−1 = n. This concludes the proof. ◀
Bisimulations
A bisimulation between objects X, Y of C is a span of open pathwise embeddings X ← Z → Y
in C. If such a bisimulation exists, we say that X and Y are bisimilar.
▶ Example 20. This definition directly generalizes that in [6], and the notions of bisimulation
given there for the Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé, pebbling and modal comonads are the special cases
arising in the categories REk (σ), R
P
k (σ) and R
M
k (σ) respectively, as described in Example 9.
▶ Remark 21. Let C be a path category. If we regard trees as Kripke models where the
accessibility relation is the tree order, then it follows from Theorem 14 and Proposition 19
that a span of pathwise embeddings X f←− Z g−→ Y in C is a bisimulation if, and only if,
PX P f←−− PZ P g−−→ PY is a bisimulation of Kripke models in the usual sense.
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Given a bisimulation X ← Z → Y , we would like to think of Z as providing a winning
strategy for Duplicator in an appropriate game played “between X and Y ”. To substantiate
this idea, in the next two sections we introduce arboreal categories – a refinement of the
concept of path category – and show that, in these categories, bisimilarity is captured by
back-and forth systems which model the dynamic nature of games.
5 Arboreal Categories
By Theorem 14, any path category C admits a functor P : C→ T into the category of trees.
In general, the tree PX may retain little information about X. We are interested in the case
where X is determined by PX. This leads us to the notion of path-generated object.
Path-generated objects
Let C be a path category. For any object X of C, we have a diagram with vertex X consisting
of all path embeddings with codomain X:
X
P Q
The morphisms between paths are those which make the obvious triangles commute. Choosing
representatives in an appropriate way, this can be seen as a cocone over the small diagram
PX. We say that X is path-generated provided this is a colimit cocone in C. Intuitively, an
object is path-generated if it is the colimit of its paths.
Let Cp be the full subcategory of C defined by the paths and recall that a functor
J : A→ B is dense if every b ∈ B is the colimit of the diagram J↓b π−→ A J−→ B, where J↓b is
the comma category and π is the natural forgetful functor.
▶ Lemma 22. The following statements are equivalent for any path category C:
1. Every object of C is path-generated.
2. The inclusion Cp ↪→ C is dense.
Arboreal categories
We now state the axioms for an arboreal category. To this end, let us say that an object
X of a path category C is connected if, for all small families of paths {Pi | i ∈ I} in C, any
morphism X →
∐
i∈I Pi factors through some coproduct injection Pj →
∐
i∈I Pi.
▶ Definition 23. An arboreal category is a path category C satisfying the following conditions:
(i) every object of C is path-generated;
(ii) every path in C is connected.
▶ Example 24. The category T of trees is arboreal; this is essentially the observation that (i)
every tree is the colimit of the diagram given by its branches and the embeddings between
them, and (ii) finite chains are connected in T. Similarly, F is arboreal. Our key examples of
the categories REk (σ), R
P
k (σ) and R
M
k (σ) from Example 9 are also arboreal.
Note that, in view of Theorem 14, any arboreal category C admits a functor P : C→ T
into the category of trees. This crucial fact is what will allow us, given an arboreal cover
(cf. Section 7), to regard process structures as tree-like objects.
We collect some useful consequences of the axioms above.
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▶ Lemma 25. Let C be an arboreal category. The following statements hold:
(a) Between any two paths there is at most one embedding.
(b) For any object X of C and any m ∈ SX, m =
∨
{p ∈ PX | p ≤ m}.
(c) If f is a quotient in C, then P f is a surjection.
Proof. For item (a), since there is at most on tree morphism between any two finite chains,
it suffices to show that P : C→ T is faithful on embeddings between paths. That is, whenever
f, g : P ⇒ Q are embeddings between paths, P f = P g implies f = g. We show that, in fact,
P is faithful on all pathwise embeddings in C. Suppose f, g : X ⇒ Y are pathwise embeddings.
If P f = P g then, for all path embeddings m : P ↣ X,
f ◦m = P f(m) = P g(m) = g ◦m.
As X is path-generated, it follows that f = g.
For item (b), let m : S ↣ X be an arbitrary embedding. Clearly,
∨
{p ∈ PX | p ≤ m} ≤
m. For the converse direction, assume that n : T ↣ X is an upper bound for {p ∈ PX |
p ≤ m}. This means that each path embedding P ↣ X that factors through m must factor





Because S is path-generated, the cocone with vertex S is a colimit cocone. Therefore, there
exists a unique mediating arrow γ : S → T making the diagram commute. Using the universal
property of S, it is not difficult to see that the composite S γ−→ T ↣n X coincides with m,
and so m ≤ n.
For item (c), suppose that f : X ↠ Y is a quotient in C. We first assume that Y = P is
a path, and then settle the general case. To show that P f is a surjection, it suffices to prove
that idP ∈ P f(PX), where idP : P → P is the identity. We have
f∗idP =
∨
{p ∈ PX | p ≤ f∗idP } by item (b)
=
∨




and so (using the fact that left adjoints preserve suprema)
idP = ∃f f∗idP =
∨
P f(PX),
where the first step follows from the fact that ∃f ◦ f∗ is the identity of SP (cf. the proof of
Lemma 6(b)). Hence, idP ∈ P f(PX) by Lemma 17(b).
For the general case, let m : P ↣ Y be an arbitrary path embedding and consider the








By the argument above, there is a path embedding n : Q ↣ f∗P such that P g(n) = idP . It
follows easily that P f(f∗m ◦ n) = m. ◀
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The next proposition will allow us to construct an object from a prescribed set of path
embeddings, without adding any new paths in the process.
▶ Proposition 26. Let C be an arboreal category, X an object of C, and U ⊆ PX. A path
embedding m ∈ PX is below
∨
U if, and only if, it is below some element of U .
Proof. Fix an arbitrary object X of C and a set of path embeddings U = {mi : Pi ↣ X |
i ∈ I}. Let m : P ↣ X be an arbitrary path embedding. If m is below some element of
U , then clearly m ≤
∨
U . For the converse direction, suppose that m ≤
∨
U . Recall from




e−→ S ↣n X of the canonical morphism
∐
i∈I Pi → X. With
this notation,
∨
U = n. Since m ≤
∨
U , there exists an embedding m′ : P ↣ S such that









Applying Lemma 25(c) to the quotient r, we see that there exists a path embedding k : Q ↣ T
such that r◦k is a quotient. Because Q is connected, j ◦k : Q ↣
∐
i∈I Pi must factor through
some coproduct injection φi : Pi →
∐
i∈I Pi, i.e., j ◦ k = φi ◦ p for some path embedding









As m ◦ r ◦ k = mi ◦ p and the right-hand side of the equation is an embedding, r ◦ k is an
isomorphism. So m ≤ mi ∈ U , thus concluding the proof. ◀
6 Back-and-Forth Systems and Games
Throughout this section, we work in a fixed arboreal category C. First, we introduce back-and-
forth systems in C and show that they capture precisely the bisimilarity relation defined in
Section 4 in terms of spans of open pathwise embeddings. Then, we show that back-and-forth
systems can be equivalently seen as appropriate back-and-forth games.
Back-and-forth systems
Given objects X and Y of C, we consider spans of (equivalence classes of) path embeddings
of the form X ↢m P ↣n Y . Such a span can be thought of as a partial isomorphism “of shape
P” between X and Y . A back-and-forth system between X and Y is a collection of such
spans containing an “initial element” and satisfying an appropriate extension property.
Let X, Y be any two objects of C. Given m ∈ PX and n ∈ PY , we write Jm, nK to denote
that dom(m) ∼= dom(n). Observe that (i) any two embeddings in the same ∼-equivalence
class have isomorphic domains, and (ii) given Jm, nK, there exist path embeddings m′ ∼ m
and n′ ∼ n such that dom(m′) = dom(n′). Hence, the pairs of the form Jm, nK capture the
partial isomorphisms X ↢m P ↣n Y “of shape P”.
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▶ Definition 27. A back-and-forth system between objects X, Y of C is a set B = {Jmi, niK |
mi ∈ PX, ni ∈ PY, i ∈ I} satisfying the following conditions:
(i) J⊥X ,⊥Y K ∈ B, where ⊥X and ⊥Y are the least elements of PX and PY , respectively;
(ii) if Jm, nK ∈ B and m′ ∈ PX are such that m ≺ m′, there exists n′ ∈ PY satisfying
n ≺ n′ and Jm′, n′K ∈ B;
(iii) if Jm, nK ∈ B and n′ ∈ PY are such that n ≺ n′, there exists m′ ∈ PX satisfying
m ≺ m′ and Jm′, n′K ∈ B.
A back-and-forth system B is strong if, for all Jm, nK ∈ B and all m′ ∈ PX, n′ ∈ PY , if
m′ ≺ m and n′ ≺ n then Jm′, n′K ∈ B.
Two objects X and Y of C are said to be (strong) back-and-forth equivalent if there exists
a (strong) back-and-forth system between them.
▶ Remark 28. The definition of (strong) back-and-forth system given above is a variant of the
notion of (strong) path bisimulation from [12]. The nomenclature adopted here is motivated
by the analogy with back-and-forth systems of partial isomorphisms from model theory [15].
The aim of this section is to prove the following result:
▶ Theorem 29. In an arboreal category with binary products, any two objects are bisimilar
if, and only if, they are strong back-and-forth equivalent.
In all our key examples of arboreal categories, binary products exist:
▶ Example 30. The category T has binary products. These are computed as “synchronous
products” consisting of the pairs (x, y) of elements having the same height, with the compon-
entwise order. Similarly, F has binary products, and so does the category R(σ) if the relations
in the synchronous product are interpreted componentwise. As synchronous products do not
increase the height of forests, we see that the category REk (σ) from Example 9 has binary
products. Finally, binary products exist in RPk (σ) and R
M
k (σ) and can be described again as
variants of synchronous products.
▶ Remark 31. Direct inspection of the relevant proofs shows that Theorem 29 can be slightly
generalized to the effect that, for any two objects X and Y of an arboreal category, if
the product X × Y exists, then X and Y are bisimilar precisely when they are strong
back-and-forth equivalent.
We start by establishing the easy direction of Theorem 29.
▶ Proposition 32. Any two bisimilar objects of an arboreal category are strong back-and-forth
equivalent.
Proof. Suppose that X f←− Z g−→ Y is a span of open pathwise embeddings in an arboreal
category C. We claim that
B := {JP f(m),P g(m)K | m ∈ PZ}
is a strong back-and-forth system between X and Y . We show that items (i), (ii), and (iii)
in Definition 27 are satisfied.
For item (i), let ⊥Z be the least element of PZ. Then P f(⊥Z) = ⊥X and P g(⊥Z) =
⊥Y because tree morphisms preserve roots, and so J⊥X ,⊥Y K ∈ B. For item (ii), let
JP f(m),P g(m)K ∈ B and m′ ∈ PX be such that P f(m) ≺ m′. Let us denote P := dom(m)
and P ′ := dom(m′). As f ◦m ≤ m′ in PX, there exists k : P ↣ P ′ such that f ◦m = m′ ◦ k
in C. Therefore, we have a commutative square as follows.
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Since f is open, there exists a diagonal filler n : P ′ ↣ Z. Thus, m′ = P f(n) and Jm′,P g(n)K ∈
B. It remains to show that P g(m) ≺ P g(n). Note that m ≤ n and P f(m) ≺ P f(n) entail
m ≺ n, and so P g(m) ≺ P g(n) because P g preserves the covering relation.
The proof of item (iii) is the same, mutatis mutandis, as for (ii). Finally, observe that
the back-and-forth system B is strong. To see this, suppose that JP f(m),P g(m)K ∈ B, and
let p1 ∈ PX and p2 ∈ PY satisfy p1 ≺ P f(m) and p2 ≺ P g(m). As P f is a tree morphism,
there exists m′ ∈ PZ such that m′ ≺ m and P f(m′) = p1. But then P g(m′) ≺ P g(m)
implies P g(m′) = p2, and therefore Jp1, p2K ∈ B. ◀
To establish the other direction of Theorem 29, we start by considering a strong back-and-
forth system B = {Jmi, niK | i ∈ I} between X and Y , and attempt to construct an object Z
and a span of open pathwise embeddings X ← Z → Y . Intuitively, Z is obtained by gluing
together the paths Pi := dom(mi), for i ∈ I, by taking a colimit in C. This colimit can be
equivalently described as the supremum of a set of path embeddings as we now explain.
Consider an arbitrary Jmi, niK ∈ B and assume without loss of generality that dom(mi) =
Pi = dom(ni) for some path Pi. Then the product arrow ⟨mi, ni⟩ : Pi → X × Y is an
embedding. In fact, it suffices that mi be an embedding (or, symmetrically, that ni be
an embedding), for then mi = πX ◦ ⟨mi, ni⟩ entails that ⟨mi, ni⟩ is an embedding, where
πX : X × Y → X is the projection. Therefore, we can identify each Jmi, niK ∈ B with
a path embedding ⟨mi, ni⟩ ∈ P (X × Y ) and compute the supremum m : Z ↣ X × Y in
S (X × Y ) of all these path embeddings. (It is not difficult to see that the assignment
Jmi, niK 7→ ⟨mi, ni⟩ ∈ P (X × Y ) does not depend on the choice of the representatives in the
equivalence classes of mi and ni.) We note in passing the following immediate fact:
▶ Lemma 33. Let B = {Jmi, niK | i ∈ I} be a back-and-forth system between X and Y . If B
is strong, then {⟨mi, ni⟩ ∈ P (X × Y ) | i ∈ I} is downwards closed in S (X × Y ).
To show that the span X πX ◦m←−−−− Z πY ◦m−−−−→ Y is a bisimulation, we exploit the fact that
Z does not admit more path embeddings than those prescribed (cf. Proposition 26). The
following proposition then completes the proof of Theorem 29:
▶ Proposition 34. In an arboreal category with binary products, any two strong back-and-forth
equivalent objects are bisimilar.
Proof. Let C be an arboreal category with binary products, and let X, Y be any two objects
of C. Assume that there is a strong back-and-forth system B = {Jmi, niK | i ∈ I} between X
and Y , and consider the set
U := {⟨mi, ni⟩ ∈ P (X × Y ) | i ∈ I}.
Let m : Z ↣ X × Y be the supremum of U in S (X × Y ). We claim that
X Z Y
πY ◦mπX ◦m
is a bisimulation between X and Y .
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To see that this is a span of pathwise embeddings, consider an arbitrary path embedding
n : P ↣ Z. In view of Proposition 26 and Lemma 33, m ◦ n ∈ U . That is, m ◦ n = ⟨mi, ni⟩
in P (X × Y ) for some Jmi, niK ∈ B. It follows that m ◦ n = ⟨mi, ni⟩ ◦ φ in C for some
isomorphism φ, and so πX ◦m◦n and πY ◦m◦n are embeddings because πX ◦m◦n = mi ◦φ
and πY ◦m ◦ n = ni ◦ φ.
It remains to show that πX ◦m and πY ◦m are open. We prove that πX ◦m is open;
the proof for πY ◦m follows by symmetry. Consider a commutative square in C as displayed






Reasoning as above, we see that m ◦ n = ⟨mi, ni⟩ in P (X × Y ) for some Jmi, niK ∈ B.
Therefore, in PX, we have mi = πX ◦ m ◦ n ≤ mj . Applying item (ii) in Definition 27
(possibly finitely many times), it follows that there exists nj ∈ PY such that ni ≤ nj
and Jmj , njK ∈ B. Suppose without loss of generality that dom(mj) = dom(nj). Then,
⟨mj , nj⟩ ∈ U and so ⟨mj , nj⟩ : Q ↣ X × Y factors through the supremum m : Z ↣ X × Y
of U . That is, ⟨mj , nj⟩ = m ◦ h in C for some morphism h : Q → Z. We claim that the






For the commutativity of the lower triangle, just observe that
πX ◦m ◦ h = πX ◦ ⟨mj , nj⟩ = mj .
Now, assume without loss of generality that dom(mi) = R = dom(ni) for some path R. As
already observed above, m ◦ n = ⟨mi, ni⟩ in P (X × Y ) implies that m ◦ n = ⟨mi, ni⟩ ◦φ in C
for some isomorphism φ : P → R. Thus, for the upper triangle, we have
n = h ◦ k ⇔ m ◦ n = m ◦ h ◦ k
⇔ ⟨mi, ni⟩ ◦ φ = ⟨mj , nj⟩ ◦ k
⇔
{
mi ◦ φ = mj ◦ k
ni ◦ φ = nj ◦ k
where in the first step we used the fact that m is a monomorphism. In turn, the inequalities
mi ≤ mj and ni ≤ nj entail the existence of embeddings k1, k2 : R ⇒ Q such that mi = mj◦k1
and ni = nj ◦k2. By Lemma 25(a) we have k1 ◦φ = k = k2 ◦φ. It follows that mi ◦φ = mj ◦k
and ni ◦ φ = nj ◦ k, and so n = h ◦ k. ◀
Back-and-forth games
Let C be an arboreal category and let X, Y be any two objects of C. We define a back-and-
forth game G(X, Y ) played by Spoiler and Duplicator on X and Y as follows. Positions in the
game are pairs of (equivalence classes of) path embeddings (m, n) ∈ PX × PY . The winning
relation W(X, Y ) ⊆ PX × PY consists of the pairs (m, n) such that dom(m) ∼= dom(n).
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Let ⊥X : P ↣ X and ⊥Y : Q ↣ Y be the roots of PX and PY , respectively. If P ̸∼= Q,
then Duplicator loses the game. Otherwise, the initial position is (⊥X ,⊥Y ). At the start of
each round, the position is specified by a pair (m, n) ∈ PX ×PY , and the round proceeds as
follows: Either Spoiler chooses some m′ ≻ m and Duplicator must respond with some n′ ≻ n,
or Spoiler chooses some n′′ ≻ n and Duplicator must respond with m′′ ≻ m. Duplicator wins
the round if they are able to respond and the new position is in W(X, Y ). Duplicator wins
the game if they have a strategy which is winning after t rounds, for all t ≥ 0.
▶ Remark 35. It is shown in [6] that the abstract game G(X, Y ) restricts, in the case of the
arboreal categories REk (σ), R
P
k (σ) and R
M
k (σ), to the usual k-round Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé,
k-pebble and k-round bisimulation games, respectively.
The following straightforward observation makes precise the translation between strong
back-and-forth systems and back-and-forth games.
▶ Lemma 36. Two objects X, Y of an arboreal category C are strong back-and-forth equivalent
if, and only if, Duplicator has a winning strategy in the game G(X, Y ).
Proof. Clearly, if B = {Jmi, niK | i ∈ I} is a strong back-and-forth system between X and
Y , then the plays in the set
{(mi, ni) | i ∈ I} ⊆ PX × PY
yield a winning strategy for Duplicator in the game G(X, Y ).
Conversely, a winning strategy for Duplicator in the game G(X, Y ) determines a set
W ⊆W(X, Y ) of the plays following this strategy, and
B := {Jm, nK | (m, n) ∈W}
is a back-and-forth system. It is not difficult to see that B is strong. ◀
The previous lemma, combined with Theorem 29, yields at once the following result:
▶ Theorem 37. Let C be an arboreal category with binary products. Any two objects X, Y of
C are bisimilar if, and only if, Duplicator has a winning strategy in the game G(X, Y ).
7 Arboreal Covers
We return to the underlying motivation for the axiomatic development in this paper. Arboreal
categories have a rich intrinsic process structure, which allows “dynamic” notions such as
bisimulation and back-and-forth games, and resource notions such as the height of a tree, to
be defined. A key idea is to relate these process notions to extensional, or “static” structures.
In particular, much of finite model theory and descriptive complexity can be seen in this way.
In the general setting, we have an arboreal category C, and another category E, which we
think of as the extensional category.





As for any adjunction, this induces a comonad on E. The comonad is (G, ε, δ), where G := LR,
ε is the counit of the adjunction, and δa : LRa → LRLRa is given by δa := L(ηRa), with
η the unit of the adjunction. The comonadicity condition states that the Eilenberg-Moore
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category of coalgebras for this comonad is isomorphic to C. The idea is then that we can
use the arboreal category C, with its rich process structure and all the associated notions,
to study the extensional category E via the adjunction. Both the co-Kleisli category of the
comonad, and the full Eilenberg-Moore category, are useful in this regard.
We now bring resources into the picture.
▶ Definition 39. Let C be an arboreal category, with full subcategory of paths Cp. We say that
C is resource-indexed by a resource parameter k if for all k ≥ 0, there is a full subcategory





p ↪→ · · ·
This induces a corresponding tower of full subcategories Ck of C, with the objects of Ck those
whose cocone of path embeddings with domain in Ckp is a colimit cocone in C.
▶ Example 40. One resource parameter which is always available is to take Ckp to be given
by those paths in C whose chain of subobjects is of length ≤ k. In the case of F and T, the
corresponding categories Fk and Tk are the forests and trees of height ≤ k. We can think of
this as a temporal parameter, restricting the number of sequential steps, or the number of
rounds in a game. For the Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé and modal comonads, we recover REk and R
M
k
as described in Example 9, corresponding to k-round versions of the Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé and
modal bisimulation games respectively [6]. However, note that for the pebbling comonad,
the relevant resource index is the number of pebbles, which is a memory restriction along a
computation or play of a game. This leads to RPk as described in Example 9.
In Proposition 42 below we shall see that, given a resource-indexed arboreal category
{Ck}, each category Ck is arboreal. This allows us to exploit the ideas developed in this
paper for any choice of the resource parameter k. We start by proving the following fact:
▶ Lemma 41. Let {Ck} be a resource-indexed arboreal category and suppose that X ↣ Y is
an embedding in C. For any k, if Y ∈ Ck then also X ∈ Ck.
Proof. We start by showing that, for any path embedding P ↣ Y in C, if Y ∈ Ck then
P ∈ Ckp. Consider the set
U := {p ∈ PY | dom(p) ∈ Ckp}.
(Note that U is well-defined because any two representatives in the equivalence class of p
have isomorphic domains, and Ckp is closed under isomorphisms.) As Y is the colimit in C of
the subdiagram of PY consisting of those path embeddings whose domain is in Ckp, it follows
that
∨
U = idY in SY . If there exists a path embedding m : P ↣ Y , then m ≤
∨
U in PY
and so, by Proposition 26, m factors through some p ∈ U . In particular, there exists an
embedding P ↣ dom(p). Because dom(p) ∈ Ckp, we see that P ∈ C
k
p.
Now, suppose that j : X ↣ Y is an embedding in C and Y ∈ Ck. Since X is path-
generated, it is the colimit in C of the small diagram PX. We show that, for any path
embedding P ↣ X, the path P must belong to Ckp. It then follows immediately that X ∈ Ck.
Let m : P ↣ X be an arbitrary path embedding. The composite j ◦m : P ↣ Y is also a
path embedding, and so P ∈ Ckp by the argument above. ◀
2 That is, for any embedding P ↣ Q in C with P, Q paths, if Q ∈ Ckp then also P ∈ Ckp .
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▶ Proposition 42. Let {Ck} be a resource-indexed arboreal category. Then Ck is an arboreal
category for each k.
Proof. If C is equipped with the stable proper factorisation system (Q,M), consider the
classes of morphisms Q′ := Q ∩ Ck and M′ := M ∩ Ck. It is not difficult to see that (Q′,M′)
is a proper factorisation system in Ck. Just observe that, whenever W → Z is a morphism
in Ck and
W ↠ X ↣ Y
is its (quotient, embedding) factorisation in C, then X ∈ Ck by Lemma 41. Using again
Lemma 41, along with the fact that embeddings are stable under pullbacks, it follows at
once that (Q′,M′) is stable (and, in fact, pullbacks of Q′-morphisms along M′-morphisms are
computed in C). With respect to this factorisation system, it is not difficult to see that the
paths in Ck are precisely the objects of Ckp.
Moreover, Ck has all coproducts of small families of paths, and they are computed in C.
To see this, consider a set of paths {Pi ∈ Ckp | i ∈ I} and let
∐
i∈I Pi be the coproduct in C.
If m : P ↣
∐
i∈I Pi is any path embedding in C then, because P is connected, m must factor
through some coproduct injection. In particular, there exist i ∈ I and an embedding P ↣ Pi.




i∈I Pi is path-generated in C, it follows at once that∐
i∈I Pi ∈ Ck. Hence,
∐
i∈I Pi coincides with the coproduct of the family {Pi ∈ C
k
p | i ∈ I}
in Ck.
We conclude that Ck is a path category. Further, every object of Ck is path-generated by
definition, and paths in Ck are connected because any path in Ck is also a path in C and, as
observed above, coproducts of paths in Ck are computed in C. Therefore, Ck is arboreal. ◀
▶ Definition 43. Let {Ck} be a resource-indexed arboreal category. A resource-indexed





with corresponding comonads Gk on E.
▶ Example 44. Our key examples arise by taking the extensional category E to be Struct(σ).
For each k ≥ 0, there are evident forgetful functors
LEk : R
E
k → Struct(σ), LPk : R
P
k → Struct(σ), LMk : R
M
k → Struct(σ)
which forget the forest order, and in the case of RPk , also the pebbling function. These
functors are all comonadic over Struct(σ). (To be precise, in the modal logic case the category
E consists of pointed structures, cf. [6].) The right adjoints build a forest over a structure
A by forming sequences of elements over the universe A, suitably labelled and with the
σ-relations interpreted so as to satisfy the conditions (E), (P) and (M) respectively. This
yields the comonads described concretely in [1, 6]. The sequences correspond to plays in the
Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé, pebbling and modal bisimulation games respectively.
We now show how resource-indexed arboreal covers can be used to define important
notions on the extensional category. For a resource-indexed arboreal cover of E by C, with
adjunctions Lk, Rk and comonads Gk, we define three resource-indexed equivalence relations
on objects of E. The first two use the co-Kleisli category of Gk, while the third uses the
Eilenberg-Moore category.
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▶ Definition 45. Consider a resource-indexed arboreal cover of E by C, and objects a, b ∈ E.
1. We define a ⇄Ck b iff there are co-Kleisli morphisms Gka→ b and Gkb→ a.
2. We define a ∼=Ck b iff a and b are isomorphic in the co-Kleisli category of Gk.
3. We define a↔Ck b iff there is a bisimulation between Rka and Rkb in Ck.
▶ Proposition 46. Assume E has binary products. For objects a and b of E, a↔Ck b iff Rka
and Rkb are strong back-and-forth equivalent, iff Duplicator has a winning strategy in the
game G(Rka, Rkb).
Proof. This follows directly from Theorems 29 and 37, and Proposition 42 (cf. also Re-
mark 31). Just observe that, since right adjoints preserve limits, the product of Rka and
Rkb in Ck exists and can be identified with Rk(a× b). ◀
What do these notions mean in Example 44? For each of our three types of model
comparison game, there are corresponding fragments Lk of first-order logic [15, 8]:
For Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé games, Lk is the fragment of quantifier-rank ≤ k.
For pebble games, Lk is the k-variable fragment.
For bisimulation games, Lk is the modal fragment with modal depth ≤ k.
In each case, we write ∃Lk for the existential positive fragment of Lk, and Lk(#) for the
extension of Lk with counting quantifiers [15]. For each logic L, there is the usual equivalence
on σ-structures: A ≡L B iff for all φ in L, A |= φ ⇐⇒ B |= φ.
We now have the following result from [6]:
▶ Theorem 47. For σ-structures A and B:
1. A ≡∃Lk B ⇐⇒ A ⇄Ck B.
2. A ≡Lk B ⇐⇒ A ↔Ck B.
3. A ≡Lk(#) B ⇐⇒ A ∼=Ck B.
Note that this is really a family of three theorems, one for each type of game arising from
a resource-indexed arboreal cover C as in Example 44. Thus in each case, we capture the
salient logical equivalences in syntax-free, categorical form.
We return to the general setting. Given a resource-indexed arboreal cover of E by C, we
know by comonadicity that for each k, Ck is isomorphic to the Eilenberg-Moore category for
the comonad Gk. For each a ∈ E, we can ask if it carries a Gk-coalgebra structure; that is,
whether there is a morphism α : a→ Gka satisfying the Gk coalgebra conditions. Moreover,
we can ask for the least k such that this is the case. We call this the coalgebra number of a.
The intuition behind this, as explained in [1, 6], is that the resource parameter is bounding
access to the structure, making it more difficult to have a morphism in E with codomain
Gka. So the least k for which this is possible is a significant invariant of the structure. This
intuition is born out by the following result from [1, 6].
▶ Theorem 48.
1. For the Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé comonad, the coalgebra number of A corresponds precisely to
the tree-depth of A.
2. For the pebbling comonad, the coalgebra number of A corresponds precisely to the tree-
width of A.
3. For the modal comonad, the coalgebra number of A corresponds precisely to the modal
unfolding depth of A.
What underlies these results is the comonadicity of the arboreal covers, which means that
the coalgebras are witnesses for the various forms of tree decompositions of structures in E
corresponding to these combinatorial invariants.
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As a further illustration of the use of our axiomatic setting, we note that it is possible to
give an account of the key notion of extendability, used by Rossman in his seminal results on
homomorphism preservation [19], at this level of generality. For more details, see [4].
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